The Scott 340 ... the tuner/amplifier. Electronics World said

"...must certainly be classed as one of the finest integrated tuner/amplifiers we have tested..."*

In review after review the critics are unanimous in their praise of the Scott 340B Tuner/Amplifier. It offers technical performance unmatched by even the finest separate components.

The highly respected editors of ELECTRONICS WORLD, in their June, 1964 issue had this to say: "...from the first, it was evident that this was a superior product. It has the utterly smooth, clean sound which we normally associate with the finest component systems.

"The husky Audio section of the 340B, which is rated at 30 watts (r.m.s.) per channel delivers about 36 watts per channel with both channels operating.

"The FM tuner is in the first rank in all respects. IHF usable sensitivity (rated at 2.2 μV) measured 1.7 μV...

"...Suffice it to say that the unit met, and in many cases substantially exceeded, every one of the ratings for which we were able to test. It is not often that we can confirm EVERY published specification of a high fidelity component, particularly one as complex as (this), and it was a gratifying and pleasant experience..." $399.95

Scott 340 AM/FM Tuner/Amplifier has all of the features and fine performance characteristics of the 340B. It includes, in addition, superb Scott Williams AM... the AM circuit Hirsch-Houch Labs called "the finest AM tuner we know of on the current market." $459.95

Scott 345 FM Stereo Tuner/Amplifier. The moderately-priced 64-watt 345 features Time-Switching multiplex circuitry, famous silver-plated RF front end with 2.2 μV IHF usable sensitivity, and most of the other high quality features of the 340B. Automatic indicator light tells you when to switch to stereo. Like all Scott components, the 345 carries a full two-year guarantee $364.95

Silver-plated front end. Only Scott of all manufacturers, heavily silver-plated cascade front ends to attain maximum sensitivity and most reliable performance. In addition the 340B and 380 utilize Scott-perfected "Time-Switching" multiplex circuitry to provide maximum separation and perfect off-the-air recording.
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